Finally. A home theater
system that surrounds you
with sound, not wires.

THE WORLD’S FIRST TRUE 5.1 WIRE-FREE HD AUDIO
SPEAKER SYSTEM FOR THE MASS MARKET.
:: PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

PLUG AND PLAY

AMPLIFIERS

WIRE-FREE HD AUDIO DEFINED JUST UNBOX, POWER UP, AND GO.

Designed to satisfy the most discriminating audio enthusiast,
Enclave Audio’s 6 independent Class D amplifiers are
engineered to offer stunning acoustic performance in concert
with Enclave’s custom designed speakers. Featuring a High
Performance Closed-Loop Architecture, the real story is in the
powerful digital signal processing utilizing a digital crossover,
an equalizer for flat frequency response, and more.

No home Wi-Fi routers to connect to and no bridge box
required. Simply place your speakers in the appropriate
location, plug in the speakers’ AC power adaptors into any
locally available 110/220v power source, load up your Enclave
Smart Center™ with sources, and Enclave Audio system is ready
to deliver 24 bit uncompressed audio wirelessly - straight out of
the box with no configuration necessary.

AUDIO
PURE DIGITAL. PURE SYNC.
We’re audio enthusiasts too. That means one must start with
ensuring the purest signal form is passed along the chain. It’s
here where Enclave Audio rises to the occasion. Any HDMI or
SPDIF (Optical) input remains digital from the source with zero
conversion to analog until it leaves the speaker enclosure’s
built-in amplifier to the speaker driver itself. Stunningly,
the system delivers this pure digital signal wirelessly with
absolutely zero noticeable lip sync issues. With Enclave Audio,
degraded analog signal down long stretches of speaker wire
are a thing of the past.

SPEAKERS
Designed and custom tuned to deliver a world class home
theater surround experience, the Enclave system offers 14
distinct drivers in 6 independent speaker enclosures creating
a 360 degree field of incredible sound, all done wirelessly.
5.1 HOME THEATER
At Enclave, we understand that half of the movie experience
is heard and not seen. With the popularized soundbar audio
solution, true surround sound is dismissed for convenience
and wiring issues. The Enclave Audio 5.1 home theater system
offers uncompromising true surround sound with the ability to
easily place your speakers as 5.1 surround was designed and
intended. Surrounding you. Whether it is movies, music, sports,
or video gaming, Enclave wirelessly surrounds you with every
nuance of every sound, bringing your home theater experience
to life as you’ve never heard it before. The Enclave Smart
Center™ connects to your TV with a single cable and will host
HDMI and SPDIF (Optical) sources, including satellite, cable,
streaming appliances, and gaming consoles.
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CONTROLS
OSD
On Screen Display allows for speaker gain/trim, source
selection, audio format selection, system speaker test &
advanced controls.

GENERAL
POWER SUPPLY
AC-100-240V, 50-60Hz
TOP PANEL BUTTON

HANDHELD REMOTE

Power, Menu, Input, Mute

Access and control all system functions from across the room
with the accompanying Enclave remote. Control volume, input,
and mute or access the on screen menu at the touch
of a button.

BACK PANEL

SMART CENTER™ CONTROLS

SUPPORTED AUDIO

(3) HDMI Inputs (1) HDMI Output, (1) Optical Digital Input and
(1) Stereo Analog Audio Input.

Buttons atop the Smart Center™ allow for full system control
and added flexibility in using your Enclave Audio system.

NETWORKING*
WIRELESS CONNECTIVITY
Enclave Audio has designed the speakers to the Wireless
Speakers and Audio (WiSA®) standard and the system will
support up to 5.1 channels of uncompressed 24 bit audio to the
speakers without the use of wires. It uses the 5.2-5.8GHz band,
separate from Wi-Fi, to reduce interference when transmitting
such dense data streams and as such is not dependent on your
home wireless network to function. This proprietary network
is created specifically for one purpose: The flawless delivery
of crystal clear, uncompressed audio, to every speaker in the
system in an incredible 5 ms. This makes the wireless audio
delivery virtually unnoticeable.
BLUETOOTH CONNECTIVITY
Enclave owners can use Bluetooth technology for wireless
audio streaming from almost any Bluetooth enabled device.
ENCLAVE AUDIO APP FOR IOS/ANDROID
For those using the free Enclave Audio App for iOS or Android,
Enclave Audio offers mobile and tablet users locally stored
music streaming via Bluetooth or Google Chromecast along
with a choice of streaming music services such as TuneIn Radio,
Spotify, and more.**
NETWORK STREAMING VIA APP
For Enclave app users with local or networked based music
libraries, our iOS and Android apps allow users to stream music
wirelessly from their shared libraries to the Enclave system
via Bluetooth or Google Chromecast while connected to their
local Wi-Fi network.

DIMENSIONS (H X W X D)
Smart Center™ - 5.0 x 12.4 x 7.7 in. (129 x 314 x 196 mm)
Front Satellite Speakers - 12.4 x 4.7 x 7.7 in. (314 x 120 x 196 mm)
Rear Satellite Speakers 5.0 x 8.1 x 4.3 in. (126 x 208 x 108 mm)
Subwoofer - 17.7 x 12 x 13 in. (450 x 305 x 332 mm)
Remote - 4.7 x 1.5 x 0.3 in. (120 x 40 x 10 mm)
PACKAGE CONTENTS
Smart Center™, Left Front, Right Front, Right Rear, Left Rear,
Subwoofer, 6 AC Power Supplies with cords, Color Coded
HDMI Cables, Remote Control, Warranty, Regulatory Booklet.
and Quickstart Guide.

SUPPORTED DEVICES
SUPPORTED DEVICES
The Enclave Smart Center™ connects to your TV with a single
HDMI cable and will host up to (3) HDMI, (1) Optical Digital
and (1) Stereo Analog Audio sources, including cable boxes,
streaming appliances (Apple TV, Roku), and game consoles.
Mobile Devices and tablets are supported via Bluetooth Audio
and Google Cast via the Enclave Audio app. (Chromecast
device sold separately).

CONTACT INFORMATION
For more information please contact us at
info@enclaveaudio.com or toll-free 1-844-4-ENCLAVE
MEDIA/PRESS CONTACT
Scott Goldberg scott@enclaveaudio.com or 847-347-3333

* Internet connection required for access to Internet radio stations, online
music services and software updates (DSL, cable modem or LAN-based
high-speed Internet connection required.) Internet functionality may
require payment of separate fee to a service provider; local and/or long
distance telephone charges may apply.
** Some music services may require subscription
Note: For the purpose of improvement, all specifications and designs are
subject to change without notice.
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